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1. At most gauging stations, stream discharge is

computed from a measurement of the stream stage.

2. Accurate computations of discharge cannot be made 

from stage alone,  if the stream is affected by variable 

backwater.

3. A third parameter, such as index velocity, is used to 

improve the accuracy of the computed discharge.

4. Use of a third parameter requires the development of 

a 3-dimensional rating:

Q = V(V
index

) × A(h)

What is the velocity-index 

method ?
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The velocity index method

Modern day velocity index 

gauges use acoustic Doppler 

instruments that continuously 

record velocity in a segment of 

the stream.

Recently, fixed surface radar

velocity stations appeared.  

Older methods, but still used 

in some places, use deflection 

vane gauges, mechanical 

current meters, and electro-

magnetic gauges.  
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Hydroacoustic velocimeters

Hydroacoustic current meters 

include:

1. Acoustic transit-time velocity 

meters (velocity averaged along 

the acoustic path)

2. Acoustic Doppler current profiler 

(velocity profile along a 

segment)

3. Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters 

(point velocity)

ADCP
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Acoustic Doppler velocity meters (ADVM’s) 

are mounted in the stream to monitor, on a 

continuous basis, the stream velocity for a 

segment of a river, canal, creek, tidal 

stream, or other flowing body of water.

Installation of transducers
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The « index-velocity » may be considered to be

→ the segment-averaged velocity (similar to transit-time systems)

→ every valid point velocity measurements (then the discharges 

computed for every bins will be eventually averaged) 

area wetted

discharge


A

Q
Vq

V
h

Q = A × V
q

V
q

= index × V
h

The index-velocity method 

applied to H-ADCPs
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Practical application summary

The basic steps for the index-velocity method are as follows:

1. Develop a stage-area rating A(h) for a standard cross 

section.

2. Develop a velocity-index rating V(Vindex) for the standard 

cross section.

3. Compute instantaneous discharges as the product of 

cross-section area and standard cross section velocity.

Q = V(V
index

) × A(h)
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1=Standard cross section

2=Wading measurement section

3=Bridge measurement section

Q1 = Q2 = Q3

Area is always computed at the standard cross section 

using the stage-area rating curve.

Typical layout of velocity-index site
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Stage-area rating development

Stage-area rating.

1. Select a cross section near the 

velocity-index gauge.

2. The cross section should be 

stable, and of regular shape if 

possible.

3. Survey the cross section up to 

and including the highest expected 

water surface elevation.

4. Reference the cross section to 

gauge datum.

5. Develop a stage-area rating for 

the cross section.
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Example of stage-area rating
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Index Velocity

• A measurement of stream velocity 

that is used to represent  the mean 

channel velocity

Characteristics of Index 

Velocity

• Measures velocity in a portion of 

the channel. 

• Needs to be related to the mean 

channel velocity by a rating.

Index Velocity is a measurement of 

stream velocity that is used to represent  

the mean channel velocity
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1. Mean velocity is computed from the measured discharge 

and cross section area at the standard cross section. 

2. Index velocity is based on the velocity recorded at the index 

velocity gauge.

Velocity Index Rating
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Examples of velocity index ratings

Real gauging data

A=linear

B=quadratic

C=loop rating

D=bi-modal or 

multiple linear

See manual, page 

II.2-5 for details
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MULTIPLE LINEAR EXAMPLE
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« index velocity error » for a 300 kHz H-ADCP

One year of data in the bin located 20 m from the instrument (26 m 

from right bank). Isère River at Romans, France (CNR/Irstea)

Rating errors are 

actually due to 

velocity 

measurement errors 

under specific flow 

conditions

Low M and low I indicate 

little backscatter 

 underestimation 

increasing with 

decreasing M

Low I and high M 

indicate important 

sediment attenuation 

 no underestimation

• high concentration data

Index velocity troubles: 

example 1

Mean velocity Vq [m/s]

Echo intensity I [cts]

Concentration M [g/L]
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Index velocity troubles: 

example 2

Rating shifts due to river bed changes

Surface velocity radar 

station (Arvan river, 

French Alps, Irstea/EDF)

→ directly measures stage-

velocity shifts

→ re-survey of the standard 

cross-section is required
Stage [mm]

V
e
lo

c
ity

 [m
/s

]

Low-flow section control

High-flow 

channel control
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Thanks for your 

attention!


